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Title: Model-based cost-effectiveness estimates of testing strategies for diagnosing hepatitis 

C virus infection in people who use injecting drugs in Senegal  

 

ABSTRACT 

Background: Scaling-up the access to hepatitis C virus (HCV) diagnostics for people who use 

injecting drugs (PWID) is essential to reduce the HCV incidence in low and middle-income 

countries.  

Methods: A decision tree model was developed to compare the cost-effectiveness of 12 

strategies for diagnosing HCV in Senegal with a health sector perspective. Strategies included 

HCV-Ab screening and confirmation of viraemia (based on HCV-RNA or HCV core antigen 

detection) or only the latter step. Laboratory assays and decentralized tools (point-of-care 

(POC) tests and dried blood spot (DBS) samples) were included. The base-case assumed a 

38.9% seroprevalence, as reported in the PWID population of Dakar.  

Results: Compared to the cheapest strategy (POC HCV-Ab followed by POC HCV-RNA (S5)), 

one strategy remained un-dominated in the base-case: POC HCV-Ab followed by 

venepuncture-based laboratory HCV-RNA (S3). Above a lost to follow-up testing rate of 2.3%, 

combining POC HCV-Ab with HCV-RNA on DBS (S4) became more cost-effective than S3. 

Above this threshold, a single-step POC HCV-RNA (S12) was also found un-dominated (ICER 

to S5=€3,297.50). S5, S12 and S4 cost €14.21, €17.03 and €36.55/screened individual. 

Incremental cost-effectiveness ratios (€/additional true positive case) were 2,164.82 (S12 versus 

S5) and 3,297.50 (S4 versus S12). Whenever HCV seroprevalence reached 55.5%, S12 became 

more cost-effective than S5. Moreover, S4 required a budget 2 to 2.5 times higher than S5 or S12 

for diagnosing 90% of HCV-infected PWID in Dakar. 
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Conclusion: A two-step POC-based strategy (S5) would be the most cost-effective option 

among those proposed in this study for diagnosing HCV in PWID in Senegal. This study 

illustrates how the lack of secure financing and of data on PWID in LMICs, render difficult to 

identify the most sustainable strategy in those countries, as well as its implementation. 

 

Keywords: hepatitis C, cost-effectiveness analysis, diagnosis, Africa, drug users  
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BACKGROUND 

In high-income countries, ongoing and new HICV infections are mainly diagnosed in people 

who use injecting drugs (PWID) (Hajarizadeh et al., 2013). PWID have therefore been 

identified as a key group to target for reaching HCV elimination in those countries (AASLD-

IDSA HCV Guidance Panel, 2018). In low and middle-income countries (LMICs), where the 

majority of HCV-infected people worldwide lives (WHO, 2017), the HCV epidemic is mostly 

caused by iatrogenic transmission of HCV, through unsafe medical procedures or blood 

transfusion for instance (Thursz & Fontanet, 2014). However, an increase in injecting drug use 

–by injection but also with straw or crack pipes– have been observed (Degenhardt et al., 2017) 

in LMICs, especially in sub-Saharan Africa (Nelson et al., 2011). Implementing HCV care and 

management models in this highly susceptible population is therefore essential for containing 

the spread of the virus (Easterbrook & WHO Guidelines Development Group, 2016; WHO, 

2018).  

Although enhancing access to HCV treatment for PWID was reported as cost-effective in 

several high-income countries (Scott et al., 2016; van Santen et al., 2016) and in LMICs 

(Morgan et al., 2017), the rate of treatment initiation in PWID remains low worldwide (Grebely, 

Hajarizadeh, et al., 2017). One major reason to this low rate is the widespread unavailability of 

HCV testing which has globally hampered scaling-up the access to HCV care. All in all, about 

80% of HCV-infected individuals are estimated to remain undiagnosed worldwide (WHO, 

2017b). In LMICs, only 6% of them are aware of their status (WHO, 2017b).  

Historically, the reference procedure for diagnosing HCV infection is based on a two-step 

approach combining the detection of anti-HCV antibody (HCV-Ab) followed by the detection 

of HCV-RNA to confirm viral replication in individuals tested positive for HCV-Ab. This 

testing sequence was adopted in order to avoid unnecessary viraemia test and reduce the cost 
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of HCV diagnosis, given that HCV-RNA testing accounts for the major share of the testing 

expenditure. However, both steps are based on laboratory techniques requiring highly-skilled 

technicians and a complex equipment. In LMICs, such facilities are available only in centralized 

laboratory structures (i.e., in major cities). Moreover, as both tests must be run sequentially, 

completing the whole diagnosis procedure implies that the patient has to return several times to 

the laboratory. Consequently, this two-step procedure led to a high lost to follow-up (LTFU) 

rate between the two testing steps (Luma et al., 2018; Mohamed et al., 2018; Viner et al., 2015), 

especially in marginalized populations with a restricted access to health infrastructures, such as 

PWID. In addition, in most LMICs, HCV diagnostics are expensive, especially HCV-RNA 

testing (Etard et al., 2003; Sonderup et al., 2017). Yet, given that testing expenditures are 

generally out-of-pocket in these countries, the cost of laboratory testing represents an economic 

barrier for the major part of their populations.  

Several innovative technologies provide opportunities for building alternative approaches, 

more adapted to LMICs and PWID. First, using dried blood samples (DBS)–blood samples 

collected on filter paper–that can be transported at room temperature from the field to a central 

laboratory enables a decentralized sample collection and therefore reduces the required number 

of visits to the laboratory. DBS-based strategies have been reported to be effective in reducing 

the rate of LTFU (Coats & Dillon, 2015). Second, point-of-care (POC) tests -portable devices 

able to detect biomarkers in 20 to 60 minutes at the site of patient care- are now available for 

HCV testing (Chevaliez, 2019). HCV-Ab POC tests are based on a mechanical mechanism 

whereas HCV-RNA POC tests require an electrical power supply. However, depending on the 

manufacturer and the model, HCV-RNA POC tests can be battery operated. This, added to their 

compatibility with finger-prick blood sampling, enables the use of POC tests in decentralized 

settings, such as in peripheral or community health centers, by minimally trained workers. POC 

tests were found effective in reducing LTFU and in increasing linkage to care among drug users 
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(Schackman et al., 2015). Third, decreasing the cost of HCV diagnosis is crucial to enhance 

access to testing. In line with such a perspective, tests based on the detection of HCV core 

antigen (HCV-cAg), a biomarker of HCV replication easier and cheaper to detect than HCV-

RNA, have been developed (Freiman et al., 2016). 

Evidence-based recommendations are now required to guide policy makers from LMICs in 

their choice between different testing strategies, taking into account the economic and technical 

constraints.  However, most economic studies on HCV testing in PWID conducted to date 

aimed at assessing if an increased access to treatment through an increased testing uptake rate 

would be cost-effective in high-income countries. Very few studies have focused on the 

comparison of alternative testing algorithms with the reference strategy. A model-based study 

conducted in Switzerland found that a screening program based on rapid detection test and DBS 

would be cost-effective as compared to the reference screening program (Girardin et al., 2018). 

To our knowledge, only one study about the cost-effectiveness of HCV testing has been 

conducted in a LMIC but focused on the general population of Egypt and not on PWID (Kim 

et al., 2015).  

Senegal is one of the first countries in sub-Saharan Africa to officially consider PWID as a key 

population to target for the management of infectious diseases and to give them access to testing 

infrastructures and opioid substitution programmes (UNODC, 2014). Moreover, the Senegalese 

government has shown willingness to implement a viral hepatitis national plan (Ndiaye, 2019). 

Senegal is also one of the few countries in sub-Saharan Africa for which data regarding the 

HCV epidemic in drug users are available (Degenhardt et al., 2017). A capture-recapture study 

estimated the HCV seroprevalence at 38.9% in the specific population of PWID in the Dakar 

area (Leprêtre et al., 2015). Given this political context, and the current need for scaling-up 

HCV diagnosis in LMICs and PWID, we designed the present study comparing the cost-
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effectiveness of a range of HCV diagnostic strategies, based on the aforementioned 

technologies, in order to provide insights regarding, first, the economic impact that a publicly-

funded intervention would have and, second, which strategies would provide the best value for 

money if such an intervention was to be implemented. 

METHODS 

This study report follows the Consolidated Health Economic Evaluation Reporting Standards 

statement (Husereau et al., 2013). 

Diagnostic strategies  

Twelve testing strategies were evaluated (Table 1). Strategies included one or two testing steps. 

Two-steps strategies included HCV-Ab screening followed by a viraemia test among 

individuals who tested positive for HCV-Ab screening. Single-step strategies included only a 

viraemia test. Viraemia test were either based on HCV-RNA detection or on HCV-cAg 

detection. The reference strategy (Sref[Ab_lab_VenRNA_lab_Ven]) corresponds to the 

standard procedure for diagnosing hepatitis C infection in Senegal. The compared strategies 

could involve laboratory and/or POC tests. Antibody rapid detection testing and HCV RNA 

POC testing will be referred to as POC tests. As the diagnostic performance of laboratory assays 

depend on the type of sample used, two strategies were modelled for each testing sequence 

including a laboratory test: one based on venepuncture blood samples and the other on DBS 

samples. Reflex testing has been recommended for several years by in the United States in order 

to decrease LTFU (CDC, 2013). In Africa, the current lack of storage capacities of laboratories 

would likely prevent the routine implementation of such a strategy. Reflexive strategy was 

therefore not considered.   
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Table 1: Description of the HCV testing strategies evaluated in the cost-effectiveness analysis 
Strategy Strategy label Description 

Sref  Ab_lab_VenRNA_lab_Ven HCV-Ab testing followed by HCV-RNA testing, both conducted 
in laboratory on blood samples collected by venepuncture 

S2 Ab_lab_DBSRNA_lab_DBS HCV-Ab testing followed by HCV-RNA testing, both conducted 
in laboratory on DBS samples 

S3  Ab_POCRNA_lab_Ven HCV-Ab testing performed with a POC followed by HCV-RNA 
testing conducted in laboratory on blood samples collected by 
venepuncture 

S4  Ab_POCRNA_lab_DBS HCV-Ab testing performed with a POC followed by HCV-RNA 
testing conducted in laboratory on DBS samples 

S5 Ab_POCRNA (POC) HCV-Ab testing performed with a POC followed by HCV-RNA 
testing performed with a POC device 

S6 Ab_lab_VencAg_lab_Ven HCV-Ab testing followed by HCV-cAg testing, both conducted 
in laboratory on blood samples collected by venepuncture 

S7 Ab_lab_DBScAg_lab_DBS HCV-Ab testing followed by HCV-cAg testing, both conducted 
in laboratory on DBS samples 

S8 Ab_POCcAg_lab_Ven HCV-Ab testing performed with a POC followed by HCV-cAg 
testing conducted in laboratory on blood samples collected by 
venepuncture 

S9 Ab_POCcAg_lab_DBS HCV-Ab testing performed with a POC followed by a HCV-cAg 
testing conducted in laboratory on DBS samples 

S10 cAg_lab_Ven HCV-cAg testing on blood samples collected by venepuncture 

S11 cAg_lab_DBS HCV-cAg testing on DBS samples 

S12 RNA_POC HCV-RNA testing performed with a POC device 

Ab=antibody. cAg=core antigen. DBS=dried blood spot. HCV-Ab=anti-HCV antibody. HCV-
cAg=HCV core antigen. HCV-RNA=HCV ribonucleic acid. lab=laboratory. POC=point of care. 
RNA=ribonucleic acid. Ven=Venepuncture. 

Model’s assumptions 

Decision trees were used to model the twelve strategies (Figure 1). The HCV prevalence was 

estimated as follows: HCV seroprevalence x (1 - clearance rate) (Figure 1, Tableau 2). 

Strategies involving a first step either based on POC or DBS testing are hereinafter referred to 

as “decentralized” strategies. “Centralized” strategies use a venepuncture-based laboratory test 

as a first-line test. Due to the restricted access of PWID, and a great part of the population in 

LMICs, to centralized health care facilities, we assumed that decentralized strategies would 

have a higher uptake rate than centralized strategies. This was modelled by including two 

different uptake rate probabilities in the model (Table 2).  
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Lost to follow-up (LTFU) was allowed for two-step strategies involving a venepuncture-based 

laboratory test for the confirmation of viraemia but we assumed that there was no LTFU in the 

two-step strategies including only POC testing (S5[Ab_POCRNA_POC]), DBS testing 

(S2[Ab_lab_DBSRNA_lab_DBS], S7[Ab_lab_DBScAg_lab_DBS]), or a combination of 

both (S4[Ab_POCRNA_lab_DBS], S9[Ab_POCcAg_lab_DBS]).  

Figure 1: Structure of the decision tree used to model the studied strategies  

 
Main panel: tree used for two-step strategies. Inset: tree used for single-step strategies. Two-step 
strategies included viraemia testing only in individuals who previously tested positive for HCV-Ab. 
Single-step strategies were only based on viraemia testing. Chance nodes and terminal nodes are 
represented by circles and triangles, respectively. The corresponding label and probability of occurrence 
appear above and below the branch, respectively, for each branch of the tree. The sum of a branch’s 
probabilities of each chance node must equal 1; the # symbol corresponds to 1-probability of the 
alternative branch. The final effectiveness outcome of a decision pathway is shown to the right of each 
corresponding terminal node; the associated cost was also estimated. For single-step strategies, the HCV 
prevalence is equal to the product of the HCV seroprevalence and the HCV clearance rate.  
Abbreviations: Ab, antibody; HCV, hepatitis C virus; FN, false negative; FP, false positive; LTFU, lost 
to follow-up; TN, true negative; TP, true positive. 
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Health outcome and measurement of effectiveness 

The health outcome of each strategy was the number of true positive (TP) cases identified, a 

TP case being defined as a chronically-HCV-infected individual tested positive with a viraemia 

test. Based on the estimation of the TP, false positive (HCV-negative individual tested HCV-

RNA positive), true negative (HCV-negative individual whether tested HCV-Ab negative or 

HCV-Ab positive and HCV-RNA negative) and false negative (HCV-infected individual tested 

as HCV-Ab negative and HCV-RNA negative) rates (Figure 1), the sensitivity, specificity and 

diagnostic accuracy of each strategy were also estimated. In some analyses, the proportion of 

HCV-infected individuals diagnosed was reported. It corresponds to the estimated TP rate for 

the given situation divided by the estimated HCV prevalence. The diagnostic performances of 

all assays were taken from the literature.  

Costs 

PWID are usually economically vulnerable. Scaling-up HCV diagnostic in this population will 

therefore likely require an external intervention as, for instance, a public testing campaign. We 

therefore adopted a public health system perspective in order to estimate what would be the 

cost of each strategy if it was to be implemented within the current HCV testing system in 

Dakar. However, currently, most hospitals in this area usually do not routinely perform HCV 

testing and, hence, outsource it. All the costs included in this analysis (Table 2), except those 

of HCV-RNA POC and HCV-cAg testing, were communicated by the Fann Hospital of Dakar 

(€1 = FCFA655.96, €1 = US$0.86) in 2018 and correspond to the prices private laboratories 

charged it for performing HCV testing. They include the costs associated to reagents, laboratory 

operating costs, technician time and the profit margin realized by the private laboratories. The 

cost per HCV-RNA POC cartridge was taken from the literature (Treatment Action Group, 

2017). To be consistent with the costs communicated by the Fann hospital, the import tax on 
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medical products (2.5%), an estimated labor cost (including the employer and employee 

contributions) for performing the HCV-RNA POC test and an estimated profit margin were 

included in the analysis, as explained in Table 2. HCV-cAg testing has not yet been widely 

implemented in sub-Saharan Africa and is not available is the Dakar area. However, HCV-cAg 

testing is used in Cameroon, a nearby country classified, like Senegal, as a lower-middle income 

country, by the Pasteur Centre of Cameroon and billed at half the price of HCV-RNA testing. 

We therefore used the same ratio for inferring the cost of HCV-cAg in our analysis. Patients’ 

costs, such as time and travel expenditures were not considered. The cost outcome estimated 

for each strategy corresponded to its cost per targeted individual. When a 100% uptake rate and 

no LTFU were applied, this cost is equivalent to the cost per individual screened. The aim of 

the study being to evaluate these strategies in a one-off intervention approach, an immediate 

time horizon was considered. Therefore, no discount rate was applied.  

Analytic methods 

Base-case and sensitivity analyses 

The values used for estimating the health and cost outcomes of each strategy are shown in Table 

2. The profit margin corresponding to HCV-RNA POC testing was set, based on a published 

case for a medical laboratory in Dakar, at 15% (World Bank, 2008). In the absence of data 

regarding the uptake or LTFU rates achievable in the study population with the proposed 

strategies, the base-case analysis was parameterized to estimate the model outcomes in an “ideal 

situation” (i.e., a 100% uptake rate and no LTFU) which then served as a reference for 

sensitivity analyses exploring the impact of these variables. Strategies which both cost more 

and were less effective than a comparator were said to be “dominated”. Un-dominated strategies 

were compared based on their incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER) calculated as the 

difference in cost between one strategy and the next least expensive strategy divided by the 
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corresponding difference in the number of TP cases diagnosed. ICER were therefore expressed 

as an additional cost per supplementary TP case identified. 

Deterministic sensitivity analyses were conducted on all variables, as well as a probabilistic 

sensitivity analysis (PSA) based on 10,000 iterations. The ranges and distributions used for 

those analyses are reported in Table 2. When the lowest and highest plausible values 

(confidence interval or ranges of prices published by the manufacturer), triangular distributions 

were used (Muenning & Bounthavong, 2016).  If nothing was known, normal distributions were 

used. The result of the PSA was presented with a cost-effectiveness acceptability curve (CEAC) 

representing the probability of a strategy being cost-effective as a function of willingness-to-

pay (WTP) thresholds. The WTP refers to the maximum cost the health system would accept 

to pay per TP case detected. The thresholds of 1 to 3 times the national GDP-per-capita per 

quality-adjusted life years (QALY) gained are commonly used to evaluate the affordability of 

health interventions in LMICs. Such thresholds must be viewed with caution in the present 

study since the health outcomes retained were not expressed in QALY. However, as gains in 

QALYs are mainly due to treatment, it must be acknowledged that using lower thresholds 

would probably better indicate the affordability of a diagnostic procedure in LMICs. 
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Table 2: Values, ranges and distributions of the model parameters used in the base-case and sensitivity analyses 
Variables Base-case Range 

considered 
in the sensitivity 
analyses 

Distribution 
type in the  
PSA 

Reference 

Health outcome and setting, %     
HCV seroprevalence 0.389 0.15 – 0.60 Triangular Leprêtre et al., 2015 
HCV clearance rate 0.30 * * Micallef, Kaldor, & Dore, 2006 
Screening uptake rate of centralized strategies  1 0.05 – 0.60 * Assumption 
Screening uptake rate of decentralized strategies  1 0.30 – 0.80 * Assumption 
Loss to follow-up testing rate between the first 
and second-line tests for strategies using a 
venepuncture-based laboratory test to confirm 
viraemia 

0 0 – 0.50 Triangular Assumption 

Test performance, %     
Sensitivity     

Laboratory HCV-Ab test on serum samples  0.995 0.930 – 1.000 Triangular Product insert a 
Laboratory HCV-Ab test on DBS 0.974 0.943 – 0.988 Triangular Muzembo, Mbendi, & Nakayama, 2017 
HCV-Ab POC test 0.995 0.989 – 0.998 Triangular Khuroo, Khuroo, & Khuroo, 2015 
Laboratory HCV-RNA test on serum samples  0.999 0.995 – 1.000 Triangular Product insert b 
Laboratory HCV-RNA test on DBS  0.980 0.950 – 0.990 Triangular Lange et al., 2017 
HCV-RNA POC test  0.955 0.845 – 0.994 Triangular Grebely, Lamoury, et al., 2017 
Laboratory HCV-cAg on serum samples  0.934 0.901 – 0.964 Triangular Freiman et al., 2016 
Laboratory HCV-cAg test in laboratory on DBS  0.767 0.667 – 0.850 Triangular Mohamed et al., 2017 

Specificity     
Laboratory HCV-Ab test on serum samples  0.990 0.930 – 1.000 Triangular Product insert a 
Laboratory HCV-Ab test on DBS  0.996 0.985 – 0.999 Triangular Muzembo et al., 2017 
HCV-Ab POC  0.998 0.996 – 0.999 Triangular Khuroo et al., 2015 
Laboratory HCV-RNA test on serum samples  0.997 0.990 – 1.000 Triangular Product insert b 
Laboratory HCV-RNA test on DBS  0.980 0.950 – 0.990 Triangular Lange et al., 2017 
HCV-RNA POC test  0.981 0.934 – 0.998 Triangular Grebely, Lamoury, et al., 2017 
Laboratory HCV-cAg test on serum samples  0.988 0.974 – 0.995 Triangular Freiman et al., 2016 
Laboratory HCV-cAg test on DBS  0.973 0.840 – 1.000 Triangular Mohamed et al., 2017 

Costs, €     
Laboratory HCV-Ab test  23.0 +/- 50% Normal c 

HCV-Ab  POC test 7.6 +/- 50% Normal c 
Laboratory HCV-RNA test  68.6 +/- 50% Normal c 
HCV-RNA POC cartridge 14.02 d 10.12 – 14.02 Triangular (‘HCV World CAB Report | Treatment 

Action Group’.; Senegalese Customs) 
Healthcare worker time for HCV-RNA POC  0.9 +/- 50% Normal e 
Profit margin 0.15 f 0.05 – 0.30 Normal (World Bank, 2008) 

Laboratory HCV-cAg test  34.3 +/- 50% Normal g 
DBS sampling 2.9 +/- 50% Normal c 
DBS transportation from POC to laboratory 3 +/- 50% Normal c 

DBS=dried blood spot. HCV=hepatitis C virus. HCV-Ab=anti-HCV antibody. HCV-cAg=HCV core antigen. HCV-
RNA=HCV ribonucleic acid. POC=point of care. PSA=probabilistic sensitivity analysis.  
*The base-case value was used in the corresponding sensitivity analysis.  
a Vitro anti-HCV Assay (Ortho Clinical Diagnostics).  
b Abbott Real Time HCV Viral Load (Abbott Diagnostics).  
c Personal communication from the study sites. 
d Calculated as the price of the POC cartridge * 1.025. The coefficient corresponds to the import tax on medical products in 
Senegal. 
e Calculated on the basis of : a monthly wage of FCFA 150,000, a contribution rate of 27.5% (CLEISS, 2019) and a working 
time for performing the test of 30 minutes. 
f This coefficient was applied to the following sum : cost of the HCV-RNA POC cartridge (tax included) + cost of healthcare 
worker time.  
g Calculated as half the price of HCV-RNA testing. 
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Budget analyses 

In 2016, the World Health Organisation (WHO) released targets for combating viral hepatitis 

including an 80% reduction in HCV incidence by 2030 which would implies to diagnose 90% 

of HCV-infected individuals (WHO, 2017a). The impact of potential budget constraints on the 

achievement of this goal was estimated by calculating, based on the results of the base-case 

analysis, which percentage of HCV-infected individuals would be achieved by each of the 

dominant strategies previously identified in the cost-effectiveness analysis, when assuming 

different thresholds of budget per individual screened. In addition, we aimed to evaluate the 

affordability of the aforementioned strategies by extrapolating from the base-case analysis the 

budgets required for their implementation in the PWID population of Dakar. Given that the 

only size estimate available regarding this population concerned all drug users (n=1324), 

including PWID, the budget estimations were conducted based on the HCV seroprevalence 

estimate corresponding to this population (23.3%) (Leprêtre et al., 2015). 

The model was developed with TreeAge Pro software (© 2018, TreeAge Software, Inc. 

Williamstown, MA, USA).  

RESULTS 

Base-case analysis 

Table 3 presents the cost, effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of each strategy under the base-

case assumptions. Compared to S5[Ab_POCRNA_POC], which was the cheapest strategy 

with a cost per screened individual of €14.21, only one other strategy remained un-dominated: 

the strategy S3[Ab_POCRNA_lab_Ven] which displayed a higher sensitivity than 

S5[Ab_POCRNA_POC] (99.4 and 95.02,  respectively) but had a substantially more 
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expensive cost per screened individual (€34.24). As a result, the ICER of 

S3[Ab_POCRNA_lab_Ven] to S5[Ab_POCRNA_POC] was high with a cost of 

€1,679.79/additional TP case identified. S12[RNA_POC] was extensively dominated by 

S3[Ab_POCRNA_lab_Ven]  As shown in Table S1, all one-step strategies resulted in higher 

false positive (FP) rates than two-step strategies. Due to its lower sensitivity, 

S5[Ab_POCRNA_POC] missed more infections than S3[Ab_POCRNA_lab_Ven] (136 

and 16 false negatives (FN)/10,000 individuals screened, respectively).  

Table 3: Base-case estimates of cost, effectiveness, and cost-effectiveness of testing strategies for detecting 
chronic hepatitis C cases 
Strategy Cost / 

targeted 
individual 
(€) 

Number of 
true 
positive 
cases / 
10,000 
targeted 
individuals 

ICER 

(€ / 
additional 
true 
positive 
case 
detected) 

Cost / true 
positive 
case 
detected (€) 

Diagnostic 
accuracy 
(%)* 

Strategy 
sensitivity 
(%) † 

Strategy 
specificity 
(%) ‡ 

S5 : Ab_POC  RNA_POC 14.21 2587  50.80 98.42 95.02 99.69 
S12 : RNA_POC 17.03 2600 ** 54.91 97.39 95.50 98.10 
S8 : Ab_POC  cAg_lab_Ven 20.92 2531 ** 82.66 97.93 92.93 99.81 
S9 : Ab_POC  cA_lab_DBS 23.23 2078 ** 111.78 93.23 76.32 99.56 
S3 : Ab_POC  RNA_lab_Ven 34.24 2707 1679.79 126.49 99.80 99.40 99.95 
S10 : cAg_lab_Ven 34.30 2543 ** 134.87 97.33 93.40 98.80 
S6 : Ab_lab_Ven  cAg_lab_Ven 36.49 2531 ** 144.18 97.93 92.93 99.80 
S4 : Ab_POC  RNA_lab_DBS 36.55 2655 ** 137.64 99.09 97.51 99.68 
S11 : cAg_lab_DBS 40.25 2089 ** 192.72 91.69 76.70 97.30 
S7 : Ab_lab_Ven  cA_lab_DBS 42.03 2034 ** 206.64 92.79 74.69 99.57 
Sref : Ab_lab_Ven  RNA_lab_Ven 49.97 2707 ** 184.62 99.80 99.40 99.95 
S2 : Ab_lab_Ven  RNA_lab_DBS 55.10 2599 ** 212.05 98.52 95.43 99.68 

*Diagnostic accuracy: cumulated percentage of true positive and true negative cases. **dominated strategy.  
Sensitivity: percentage of HCV-infected individuals in the population tested as positive cases. ‡Specificity: 
percentage of HCV-negative individuals in the population tested as negative cases.  
Ab=antibody. cAg=antigen core. DBS=dried blood spot. ICER=incremental cost-effectiveness ratio. lab=laboratory. 
POC=point of care. RNA=ribonucleic acid. Ven=Venepuncture. 
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Deterministic sensitivity analyses 

A two-way sensitivity analysis exploring the impact of variations in the ratio of the screening 

uptake rates of both centralized and decentralized strategies was conducted. Table S2 presents, 

for each scenario, the un-dominated strategies, as well as their cost, effectiveness and ICER. 

For all possible combinations of input values within the proposed ranges, 

S5[Ab_POCRNA_POC], S12[RNA_POC] and S3[Ab_POCRNA_lab_Ven] remained un-

dominated. When the uptake rate of centralized strategies was at least 2.6 times inferior to that 

of decentralized strategies, S10[cAg_lab_Ven] was also found dominated: given its reduced 

uptake rate compared with the decentralized strategies, its effectiveness and cost fell below 

those of the two un-dominated strategies. As a result, the ICER of S5[Ab_POCRNA_POC] 

to S10[cAg_lab_Ven] was in all cases very favourable (€3.12-45.12, Table S2). 

When LTFU occurs in two-step strategies involving a venepuncture-based laboratory test for 

the confirmation of viraemia (Sref[Ab_lab_VenRNA_lab_Ven], 

S3[Ab_POCRNA_lab_Ven], S6[Ab_lab_VencAg_lab_Ven] and 

S8[Ab_POCcAg_lab_Ven]), fewer individuals undergo this second step and, consequently, 

fewer HCV-infected individuals are identified. Figure 2 shows how the effectiveness of two-

step strategies decreases with an increasing LTFU. Above a corresponding LTFU value, 

venepuncture-based strategies become less effective than their DBS-based equivalent; leading 

to a change in the cost-effectiveness ranking of the strategies. Most importantly, it was found 

that a change in the preferred strategy from S3[Ab_POCRNA_lab_Ven] to 

S4[Ab_POCRNA_lab_DBS] occurred at a very low LTFU rate (2.3%). 

S4[Ab_POCRNA_lab_DBS] would produce almost twice less FNs and 6 times less FPs than 

S5[Ab_POCRNA_POC]. Moreover, above this threshold, S12[RNA_POC] also became un-

dominated with an ICER to S5[Ab_POCRNA_POC] of €2,164.82. Compared to 
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S12[RNA_POC], S4[Ab_POCRNA_lab_DBS] had an ICER of €3,566.59. As 

S5[Ab_POCRNA_POC], S12[RNA_POC] and S4[Ab_POCRNA_lab_DBS] are not 

subject to LTFU testing, these ICER would remain constant across all values of LTFU.  

Figure 2: Percentage of HCV-infected individuals in the target population diagnosed by the 
studied two-step strategies according to different loss to follow-up rates and the type of 
samples used 

Except the LTFU rates, all other parameters of the model were set at their base case values.  
Ab=antibody. DBS=dried blood spot. lab=laboratory. POC=point of care. RNA=ribonucleic acid. 
S=strategy. Ven=venepuncture. 
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The model results were also found to be sensitive to variations in HCV seroprevalence. The 

number of viraemia test to be performed in two-step strategies increases with an increasing 

HCV seroprevalence, resulting in an increased cost per targeted individual (Figure 3). 

Consequently, for HCV seroprevalence values greater than 55.5%, S12[RNA_POC] became 

less costly than S5[Ab_POCRNA_POC]. Yet, as S12[RNA_POC] is more effective than 

S5[Ab_POCRNA_POC], a change in the preferred strategy from S5[Ab_POCRNA_POC] 

to S12[RNA_POC] was observed above this threshold value.  

Figure 3: Cost per screened individual of each studied testing strategy according to 
different levels of HCV seroprevalence 

Except HCV seroprevalence, all the parameters of the model were set at their base case values. 
DBS=dried blood spot. lab=laboratory. POC=point of care. RNA=ribonucleic acid.  
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Small variations in the costs of tests had an impact in the cost-effectiveness ranking of the 

strategies. S12[RNA_POC] became more cost-effective than S5[Ab_POCRNA_POC] for 

HCV-Ab POC cost values superior to €10.41 (+37% compared to base-case) and for HCV-

RNA POC cost values inferior to €9.78 (-28.5% compared to base-case). Regarding HCV-RNA 

laboratory testing, a really important decrease in its cost (-84%, which corresponds to a cost of 

€11) would lead to the dominance of S4[Ab_POCRNA_lab_DBS] over 

S5[Ab_POCRNA_POC].  

One-way sensitivity analyses also revealed that the results of the model were sensitive to small 

variations in the diagnostic performances of the tests. The analysis exploring the range of 

sensitivity of the HCV-Ab POC (98.9%–99.8%) resulted in an ICER of 

S5[Ab_POCRNA_POC] to S12[RNA_POC] ranging from €997.90 to €5,373.84/additional 

TP detected, with an increased sensitivity resulting in an increased ICER. Likewise, for 

sensitivity values of HCV-RNA testing on DBS below 96.0% (base-case estimate = 98.0%), 

S4[Ab_POCRNA_lab_DBS] was dominated by S12[RNA_POC]. In contrast, for values 

above this threshold–96.0% to 99.0%–the ICER of S4[Ab_POCRNA_lab_DBS] to 

S12[RNA_POC] steadily decreased with an increasing sensitivity value, with a corresponding 

ICER ranging from €2,385.64 to €358,442. 

No other parameters were found to have an impact on the cost-effectiveness ranking of the 

studied strategies.  

Most of the diagnostic tests included in the base-case analysis had similar diagnostic 

performance estimates and overlapping confidence intervals, with the exception of those based 

on the detection of HCV-cAg on DBS which had a substantially lower sensitivity than the other 

viremia tests (Table 2). The differences in cost-effectiveness between strategies observed in the 

base-case may therefore only reflect sampling fluctuations between the studies which reported 
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the aforementioned diagnostic performance estimates. In order to study the impact of this 

hypothesis on the cost-effectiveness outcomes, an alternative scenario was explored, with the 

sensitivity and specificity of all tests set at 98.0% and 99.0%, respectively. In this scenario, 

S5[Ab_POCRNA_POC] and S12[RNA_POC] were the only strategies to remain un-

dominated. Both strategies having similar costs (€14.19 and €17.03/screened individual for 

S5[Ab_POCRNA_POC] and S12[RNA_POC], respectively) and effectiveness (2,615 and 

2,668 TPs/10,000 individuals screened for S5[Ab_POCRNA_POC] and S12[RNA_POC], 

respectively), the ICER of S12 to S5[Ab_POCRNA_POC] was relatively low 

(€530.42/additional TP case detected). However, S12[RNA_POC] would produce more FPs 

than S5[Ab_POCRNA_POC] (72 and 12/10,000 individuals screened, respectively). As 

S4[Ab_POCRNA_lab_DBS] would have the same effectiveness than 

S5[Ab_POCRNA_POC] but a higher cost, S5[Ab_POCRNA_POC] would dominate 

S4[Ab_POCRNA_lab_DBS]. 

Probabilistic sensitivity analysis 

Figure 4 shows the CEAC derived from the PSA. Below a WTP value of €1,000, most 

simulations favoured S5[Ab_POCRNA_POC]. When considering WTP values ranging 

between €1,000 and €2,100, S12[RNA_POC] was the strategy with the highest probability of 

being favoured by the simulation. For any WTP value greater than €2,100, the percentage of 

simulations favouring S4[Ab_POCRNA_lab_DBS] exceeded that of simulations favouring 

S12 (and steadily increased with the WTP value). When considering the threshold of 1 time the 

GDP per capita of Senegal (€975), the proportions of simulations favouring S12[RNA_POC] 

and S5[Ab_POCRNA_POC] were similar (about 44% and 45%, respectively). At a WTP 

value of 3 times the GDP per capita of Senegal (€2,925), 36% of the simulations favoured 

S12[RNA_POC] and 54% of them favoured S4[Ab_POCRNA_lab_DBS]. 
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Figure 4: Cost-effectiveness acceptability curve showing the probability favouring a given 
strategy according to different thresholds of willingness-to-pay  

Ab=antibody. cAg= core antigen. DBS=dried blood spot. lab=laboratory. POC=point of care. 
RNA=ribonucleic acid.  

Budget analyses 

Figure 5 presents the variations in the percentage of HCV-infected individuals identified in the 

targeted population according to different fixed budget value per individual screened. These 

results were derived from the base-case estimates. The proportion of HCV-infected individuals 

identified with S5[Ab_POCRNA_POC] and S12[RNA (POC)] was similar across all of the 

considered fixed budget values. In contrast, for budget values below the threshold of €35, 

S4[Ab_POCRNA_lab_DBS] implementation would lead to a number of diagnosed 

infections substantially lower than that issued from S5[Ab_POCRNA_POC] or 
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S12[RNA_POC]  implementation. For any budget values inferior to €50, 

Sref[Ab_lab_VenRNA_lab_Ven] would achieve a lower coverage rate than the other 

mentioned strategies. Diagnosing 90% of the HCV-infected PWID population with 

S5[Ab_POCRNA_POC], S12[RNA_POC], S4[Ab_POCRNA_lab_DBS] and 

Sref[Ab_lab_VenRNA_lab_Ven] would require a minimal budget per screened individual of 

€13.46, €16.04, €33.73 and €45.25, respectively.  

Figure 5: Percentage of HCV-infected individuals in the target 
population diagnosed by S5, S12 and S4 according to different fixed 
budget per screened individual 

Ab=antibody. DBS=dried blood spot. lab=laboratory. POC=point of 
care. RNA=ribonucleic acid.  

Testing the whole estimated population of drug users in the Dakar area (n=1324, HCV 

seroprevalence=23.3%) would cost approximately €15,323, €22,541, €33,097 and €52,205 

using S5[Ab_POCRNA_POC], S12[RNA_POC], S4[Ab_POCRNA_lab_DBS] and 

Sref[Ab_lab_VenRNA_lab_Ven], respectively (Table 4).  
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Table 4: Extrapolated costs for potential implementation of S5, S12 and S4 in 
the estimated population of drug users in the Dakar area (n=1324 
individuals)  

Strategy Cost / screened 
individual (€) 

Diagnostic cost (€)  
 

S5 : Ab_POC  RNA_POC 11.57 15,322.89  

S12 : RNA_POC 17.03 22,541.50  

S4 : Ab_POC  RNA_lab_DBS 25.00 33,096.90  

Sref : Ab_lab_Ven  RNA_lab_Ven 39.43 52,205.38  

Except the HCV seroprevalence (23.3%), the parameters of the model were set 
at their base-case values. Ab=antibody. DBS=dried blood spot. DAA=direct-
acting antivirals. FP=false positive. lab=laboratory. POC=point of care. 
RNA=ribonucleic acid. Ven=Venepuncture. 

DISCUSSION 

A decision tree model was designed to compare the cost-effectiveness of 12 strategies for 

diagnosing HCV in PWID in Senegal from a health sector perspective. The results of the present 

study suggest that none of the proposed centralized strategies, given the impact of LTFU on 

their effectiveness, would provide the best value for money. Three decentralized strategies stand 

out, namely, listed by increasing cost and effectiveness, S5[Ab_POCRNA_POC], 

S12[RNA_POC] and S4[Ab_POCRNA_lab_DBS]. Compared to the sequential use of two 

POC tests (S5[Ab_POCRNA_POC]), implementing HCV-RNA POC testing alone 

(S12[RNA_POC]) would result in a slightly increased effectiveness but also in a substantially 

higher cost as shown by the ICER of S12[RNA_POC] to S5[Ab_POCRNA_POC]: €2,164.82 

per additional TP case identified. This increased effectiveness is, however, at the expense of a 

decreased diagnostic specificity. Replacing the HCV-RNA POC test by a DBS-based HCV-

RNA laboratory test as the 2nd-line test after HCV-Ab POC testing would be more effective 

but would also result in a substantially higher cost with an ICER of 

S4[Ab_POCRNA_lab_DBS] to S5[Ab_POCRNA_POC] of €3,297.51 per additional TP 

case identified. Sensitivity analyses showed that in some settings (HCV seroprevalence > 

55.5%, an increased  cost of HCV-Ab POC test, a decreased cost of HCV-RNA POC test or a 
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decreased sensitivity of the laboratory HCV-RNA test on DBS compared to their base-case 

values), using directly the HCV-RNA POC test (S12 [RNA_POC]) would be more cost-

effective than when used after HCV-Ab POC testing.  

In terms of budget, diagnosing 90% of HCV-infected individual in the population of PWID of 

Dakar by implementing S5[Ab_POCRNA_POC], S12[RNA_POC] or 

S4[Ab_POCRNA_lab_DBS] would require a budget about 3.5, 2.9 and 1.4 times lower than 

that required if the standard reference for diagnosing HCV was to be implemented. Yet, in 

settings such as LMICs, for which budget constraints are critical for building public health 

policies, the choice of a testing strategy is likely to be determined by the coverage rate 

achievable with each strategy under a certain fixed budget. This study showed that in case of 

budget constraints (corresponding to a fixed budget per screened individual < €50), any of the 

three strategies highlighted in this study would allow a greater part of the population to be 

diagnosed for HCV infection compared to the reference strategy. The budget value of €35 per 

screened individual was also a key threshold below which S4 would enable the diagnosis of a 

substantially lower number of HCV-infected individuals than S5 and S12. When taking the 

drug users population of Dakar as an illustrative example, we found that diagnosing this whole 

population with a decentralized strategy would require a budget ranging between €15,323 and 

€33,097, depending on the selected strategy. This would represent a very minor portion of the 

national public health expenditures (i.e., about €200 million (IMF, 2018; WHO, 2015)). 

However, given the present state of funding for policies targeting drug users, this is not a 

guarantee of financing.  

Indeed, funding for implementing healthcare policies or promoting research that targets this 

population is scarce or, when available, financially unsustainable; this makes difficult to 

determine cost-effectiveness thresholds for such programs. Globally, PWID suffer from 
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restricted access to health infrastructures due to the stigmatization, discrimination and, above 

all, criminalization of drug use. Consequently, very few countries among LMICs have set up 

harm reduction programs or included drug users in their national plans against viral diseases 

common among PWID, such as HIV/AIDS. However, a political will to address drug issues 

with a non-criminalizing approach in sub-Saharan Africa seems to be emerging. For instance, 

the West Africa Commission on Drugs called governments to shift their funding from law 

enforcement to public health interventions (IDPC, 2018). In Senegal, PWID are considered 

since 2014 as a key population to target in the National Strategic Plan in Response to AIDS. 

Moreover, a Centre for integrated management of addictions (called CEPIAD) was launched in 

2014 in Dakar and became the first health centre in delivering a methadone maintenance 

programme in West Africa. However, such encouraging political initiatives remain scarce. 

Moreover, the majority of harm reduction programs developed in LMICs are funded by 

international organizations or non-governmental organizations and those funds have tended to 

decrease over the recent years (HRI, 2018). The CEPIAD of Dakar, although partially funded 

by the Senegalese government, relies mainly on external funding. Yet, a recent modelling study 

showed that diagnosing HCV in  PWID without simultaneously implementing harm reduction 

programs would not enable to achieve the 90% WHO target by 2030 (Heffernan et al., 2019). 

Reaching this goal will therefore require to implement an integrated program of HCV care and 

ensure the sustainability of its funding.  

Looking beyond financial considerations, there are operational pros and cons to each of the 

three key strategies highlighted in this study that should be acknowledged. First, a large-scale 

intervention based on DBS sampling will require to increase the capacity of central laboratories 

and transportation infrastructures. Considering the shortage of health personnel and 

transportation infrastructures in Africa (Ghebreyesus et al., 2013; Gwilliam, 2011; Kinfu et al., 

2009), this may limit the implementation feasibility of S4[Ab_POCRNA_lab_DBS]. 
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Moreover, the time required for sending the DBS samples to the central laboratory, performing 

the analysis and returning the results to the peripheral health centers, represents a risk factor for 

reduced linkage to care. On the contrary, both S5[Ab_POCRNA_POC] and S12[RNA_POC] 

can be completed in a single visit of less than two hours, enabling immediate referral to care if 

necessary. Second, the GeneXpert cartridges contain a toxic chemical compound and must 

therefore be incinerated at 850°C minimum after use. Yet, many LMICs do not possess 

incinerators able to reach those temperatures. Adopting strategies based on these cartridges will 

require to address this waste management issue. In this case, HCV-Ab POC tests containing 

non-toxic materials, S5[Ab_POCRNA_POC] might be more sustainable than 

S12[RNA_POC]. However, the Genedrive platform –the second POC platform currently 

available for HCV-RNA testing– use cartridges containing non-toxic materials. Currently 

limited by its requirement for serum or plasma samples, its use could overcome the 

aforementioned issue, if validated on finger-stick samples. 

This study has several limitations. First, it must be recalled that the differences in effectiveness 

that we observed in the base-case analysis may only reflect sampling fluctuations of the source 

studies instead of solid performance differences between the tests. Therefore, a rigorous 

simultaneous assessment of the performance of the different assays used in the strategies 

identified as dominant in this study would be required to draw precise recommendations. 

Second, the costs of most HCV assays came from only one health center in one city in Senegal. 

Moreover, as some assays were not routinely used in this center, some costs had to be inferred 

from published projected costs (GeneXpert HCV viral load assay) or according to data of a 

neighboring country (HCV-cAg laboratory assay). The cost of biological assays can vary 

considerably across countries and even within a country. Yet, as the sensitivity analyses showed 

that variations in the assays’ costs could lead to a change in the cost-effectiveness ranking, our 

results may not be generalizable to the whole country. This also highlights that even a slight 
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discount in the costs of assays could represent an efficient lever for improving the feasibility of 

some strategies. Third, our results reflect what would be the cost of scaling-up HCV testing for 

PWID within the current practice for public institutions. However, it must be acknowledged 

that outsourcing the diagnostic of HCV is not the only, and may not be the better, solution for 

implementing a publicly-funded intervention in the studied context. Indeed, in the mark of a 

large-scale program, the public sector would probably obtain lower tests cost than those 

considered in this study, through bulk-billing rates for instance. Furthermore, public hospitals 

in Dakar have already developed the capacity of their laboratories, in the mark of HIV or 

tuberculosis programs for instance; they would therefore probably be capable of strengthening 

their own testing system. Comparing the required investment, given the existing resources ‒in 

terms of personnel and equipment‒, for implementing the proposed strategies within the public 

system to our results would therefore be valuable. Contrary to the strategy based on outsourcing, 

the latter would require not only a financial commitment from policymakers but also a logistical 

and political one. Fourth, our model did not evaluate the long-term effects of testing strategies 

on the transmission of HCV and, therefore, on the achievement of the WHO elimination goals. 

Yet, depending on the capacity of countries to implement ongoing testing and monitoring 

among PWID, false testing results may have a substantial impact on the mid- to long-term cost-

effectiveness of the interventions and, therefore, on the nature of the more preferable strategy 

for the initial diagnosis. This aspect should be further developed. To achieve this, the data gap 

regarding some setting-specific parameters among PWID in LMICs should be filled, such as 

HCV transmission and re-infection rates, as well as the coverage rate and effectiveness 

achievable, considering the human and economic resources available in those countries, by 

prevention programs.  

In conclusion, this study found that a two-step strategy based on POC tests would be the most 

cost-effective option compared to the other strategies proposed in this study for a one-off HCV 
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screening program in PWID in Senegal. A two-step strategy combining POC and DBS-based 

laboratory testing was also found cost-effective, as well as a one-step POC-based strategy. 

However, under budget constraints, only the two aforementioned POC-based strategies would 

be the most effective. Our model also indicates that any extension of this work to PWID in 

other settings requires the corresponding HCV seroprevalence and costs of assays to be 

precisely determined for assessing which strategies would be the most appropriate. In the end, 

the absence of sustainable funding for interventions targeting PWID makes difficult to 

determine whether implementing these strategies would be economically feasible for LMICs. 

The involvement of governments is therefore required for ensuring a proper environment for 

the implementation of such interventions and encourage HCV research among drug users as 

well as national or external funding.  
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APPENDIX 

Table S1: Expected numbers of true positive, false positive, false negative and 
true negative cases per 10,000 targeted individuals of testing strategies under 
the base-case assumptions    
Strategy True 

positives 
False 
positives 

False 
negatives 

True 
negatives 

S5 : Ab_POC  RNA_POC 2,587 22 136 7,255 
S12 : RNA_POC 2,600 138 123 7,139 
S8 : Ab_POC  cAg_lab_Ven 2,531 14 192 7,263 
S9 : Ab_POC  cA_lab_DBS 2,078 32 645 7,245 
S3 : Ab_POC  RNA_lab_Ven 2,707 4 16 7,273 
S10 : cAg_lab_Ven 2,543 87 180 7,190 
S6 : Ab_lab_Ven  cAg_lab_Ven 2,531 15 192 7,262 
S4 : Ab_POC  RNA_lab_DBS 2,655 23 68 7,254 
S11 : cAg_lab_DBS 2,089 196 634 7,081 
S7 : Ab_lab_Ven  cA_lab_DBS 2,034 31 689 7,246 
Sref : Ab_lab_Ven  RNA_lab_Ven 2,707 4 16 7,273 
S2 : Ab_lab_Ven  RNA_lab_DBS 2,599 23 124 7,254 

Ab=antibody. cAg= core antigen. DBS=dried blood spot. lab=laboratory. 
POC=point of care. RNA=ribonucleic acid. Ven=Venepuncture. 
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Table S2: Estimates of cost, effectiveness, and cost-effectiveness of un-dominated strategies depending on the values of the uptake rates for decentralized and centralized 
strategies  

  Uptake rate for centralized strategies (%) 

  0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 

  Un-dominated strategies Cost Eff. ICER Un-dominated strategies Cost Eff. ICER Un-dominated strategies Cost Eff. ICER Un-dominated strategies Cost Eff. ICER 

U
pt

ak
e 

ra
te

 fo
r 

de
ce

nt
ra

liz
ed

 st
ra

te
gi

es
 (%

) 

0,2 S5[Ab_POCRNA_POC] 2.84 517 0                         

S3[Ab_POCRNA_lab_Ven] 6.85 541 1679.79                         
0 .3 S10[cAg_lab_Ven] 3.43 254 0 S5[Ab_POCRNA_POC] 4.26 776 0                 

S5[Ab_POCRNA_POC] 4.26 776 15.96 S3[Ab_POCRNA_lab_Ven] 10.27 812 1679.79             
S3[Ab_POCRNA_lab_Ven] 10.27 812 1679.79                         

0.4 S10[cAg_lab_Ven] 3.43 254 0 S5[Ab_POCRNA_POC] 5.68 1035 0 S5[Ab_POCRNA_POC] 5.68 1035 0       

S5[Ab_POCRNA_POC] 5.68 1035 28.88 S3[Ab_POCRNA_lab_Ven] 13.69 1083 1679.79 S3[Ab_POCRNA_lab_Ven] 13.69 1083 1679.79       
S3[Ab_POCRNA_lab_Ven] 13.69 1083 1679.79                 

0.5 S10[cAg_lab_Ven] 3.43 254 0 S10[cAg_lab_Ven] 6.86 509 0 S5[Ab_POCRNA_POC] 7.11 1294 0 S5[Ab_POCRNA_POC] 7.11 1294 0 

S5[Ab_POCRNA_POC] 7.11 1294 35.36 S5[Ab_POCRNA_POC] 7.11 1294 3.12 S3[Ab_POCRNA_lab_Ven] 17.12 1353 1679.79 S3[Ab_POCRNA_lab_Ven] 17.12 1353 1679.79 

S3[Ab_POCRNA_lab_Ven] 17.12 1353 1679.79 S3[Ab_POCRNA_lab_Ven] 17.12 1353 1679.79                 
0.6 S10[cAg_lab_Ven] 3.43 254 0 S10[cAg_lab_Ven] 6.86 509 0 S5[Ab_POCRNA_POC] 8.53 1552 0 S5[Ab_POCRNA_POC] 8.53 1552 0 

S5[Ab_POCRNA_POC] 8.53 1552 39.26 S5[Ab_POCRNA_POC] 8.53 1552 15.96 S3[Ab_POCRNA_lab_Ven] 20.54 1624 1679.79 S3[Ab_POCRNA_lab_Ven] 20.54 1624 1679.79 

S3[Ab_POCRNA_lab_Ven] 20.54 1624 1679.79 S3[Ab_POCRNA_lab_Ven] 20.54 1624 1679.79             
0.7 S10[cAg_lab_Ven] 3.43 254 0 S10[cAg_lab_Ven] 6.86 509 0 S5 [Ab_POC  RNA_POC] 9.95 1811 0 S5[Ab_POCRNA_POC] 9.95 1811 0 

S5[Ab_POCRNA_POC] 9.95 1811 41.86 S5[Ab_POCRNA_POC] 9.95 1811 23.7 S3[Ab_POCRNA_lab_Ven] 23.97 1895 1679.79 S3[Ab_POCRNA_lab_Ven] 23.97 1895 1679.79 

S3[Ab_POCRNA_lab_Ven] 23.97 1895 1679.79 S3[Ab_POCRNA_lab_Ven] 23.97 1895 1679.79                 
0.8 S10[cAg_lab_Ven] 3.43 254 0 S10[cAg_lab_Ven] 6.86 509 0 S10[cAg_lab_Ven] 10.29 763 0 S5[Ab_POCRNA_POC] 11.37 2070 0 

S5[Ab_POCRNA_POC] 11.37 2070 43.72 S5[Ab_POCRNA_POC] 11.37 2070 28.88 S5[Ab_POCRNA_POC] 11.37 2070 8.25 S3[Ab_POCRNA_lab_Ven] 27.39 2165 1679.79 

S3[Ab_POCRNA_lab_Ven] 27.39 2165 1679.79 S3[Ab_POCRNA_lab_Ven] 27.39 2165 1679.79 S3[Ab_POCRNA_lab_Ven] 27.39 2165 1679.79       
0.9 S10[cAg_lab_Ven] 3.43 254 0 S10[cAg_lab_Ven] 6.86 509 0 S10[cAg_lab_Ven] 10.29 763 0 S5[Ab_POCRNA_POC] 12.79 2329 0 

S5[Ab_POCRNA_POC] 12.79 2329 45.12 S5[Ab_POCRNA_POC] 12.79 2329 32.58 S5[Ab_POCRNA_POC] 12.79 2329 15.96 S3[Ab_POCRNA_lab_Ven] 30.81 2436 1679.79 

S3[Ab_POCRNA_lab_Ven] 30.81 2436 1679.79 S3[Ab_POCRNA_lab_Ven] 30.81 2436 1679.79 S3[Ab_POCRNA_lab_Ven] 30.81 2436 1679.79         
Ab=antibody. DBS=dried blood spot. lab=laboratory. Eff=Effectiveness. ICER=Incremental cost-effectiveness ratio. POC=point of care. RNA=ribonucleic acid. Ven=Venepuncture. 
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